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l. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with subgroup H. Loosely speaking, "Clifford 
theory" (as developed by E. C. Dade and others) is a tool for constructing 
reduction arguments in the case where H is normal in G. The Green 
correspondence is a tool for constructing reduction arguments in the case 
where H contains the normaliser in G of a given p-subgroup, or more 
generally, where H contains the normaliser of a given local pointed group. 
Here, we cover both of these situations by considering the case where 
No(H) contains the normaliser in G of a given local pointed group. 
A brief discussion in [1] indicates how Puig's theory subsumes the Green 
correspondence and aspects of Clifford theory. Here, this theme is given a 
more systematic treatment. We shall see, in particular, that defect pointed 
subgroups, the Green correspondence, and Brauer's extended first main 
theorem are all manifestations of a more general mechanism. 
Let @ be a complete local commutative noetherian ring with an alge- 
braically closed residue field k of prime characteristic p. Throughout, we 
fix a G-algebra A. (All algebras are deemed to possess a unity element; all 
algebras and modules are to be free over ~, or over k, and of finite rank.) 
For the rest of this section, let us fix points /3, a of H, G, respectively, on 
A, and suppose that Ht3, G,~ have a common defect pointed subgroup Pr 
such that Nc(P ~) <_ NG(H). It is easy to show--see Section 4- - that  if P~. 
is another defect pointed subgroup of Ht3, then P~, is also a defect pointed 
subgroup of G,~, and NG(P~,) < NG(H). It transpires--again see Section 4 
- - that  Ht3 _< G,~ if and only if a c TrGH(AH/3AH); when these equivalent 
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conditions hold, we ask: What constraints on a are imposed by fixing /3? 
What constraints on /3 are imposed by fixing a? 
In Section 2 we review some work of Puig and Th6venaz on multiplicity 
modules. In Section 3 we given some lemmas which will enable us to 
reduce to the case where H is trivial. In Section 4 we prove--Theorem 4.1 
- - that  for fixed a, the point /3 is determined up to Nc(Pv)-conjugacy. 
(The special case H = P is part of Puig's version [6, 1.2] of Sylow's 
theorem.) In Section 5 we show--Theorem 5.1--that for fixed /3, the 
point a is specified by the isomorphism class of a projective indecompos- 
able k.Nc(H~)-module d noted VA(H~). (Again, the special case H = P 
is a result of Puig; see Theorem 2.3.) As a corollary, we deduce a mild 
generalisation of the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem. In Section 6 we ex- 
plain how Sections 4, 5 relate to the Green correspondence. In Section 7 
we use Theorems 4.1, 5.1 to derive a generalisation of the extended first 
main Theorem. In Section 8, adapting material from [9], we use Theorems 
4.1, 5.1 to show--Theorem 8.3--that he modules VA~(Pr), VA(H~), deter- 
mine VA(P ~) by an explicit formula. (Thus the usual multiplicity module 
associated with a defect pointed subgroup may be expressed in terms of 
"smaller" multiplicity modules.) 
The essential idea of this paper is that H~ behaves much like a defect 
pointed subgroup of G,. Indeed, our main technique will be reduction to 
the case where H~ actually is a defect pointed subgroup of G~. 
2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
All the material in this section is essentially in Puig's papers [6-8], 
although sometimes there it is stated only for interior G-algebras. We 
shall need Thfvenaz' extension [13] of some of Puig's work to the case of 
arbitrary G-algebras. (We shall be considering the Nc(P~)-algebra 
A(P~)~"(eV)--defined b low--which need not be an interior/~c(P~)-alge- 
bra even when A is the group algebra @G.) 
We recall some notation from Puig [8] (also see Th6venaz [13, Sections 
1, 2]). Given a point /3 of H on A, we let A(HtO denote the multiplicity 
algebra of H~ as defined in [8, 2.10]• In other words, A(H~) is the simple 
quotient Al4/jt ", where I , '  is the unique maximal ideal of A H such that 
/3 ~ ' .  We let Nc(Ht~) denote the stabiliser of/3 in No(H), and define 
Nc(Ht3) := Nc(HtO/H.._Now Att has an evident .~c(Ht0-algebra struc- 
ture Furthermore, an Nc(H )-algebra structure is specified on A(HtO by 
insisting that the canonical epimorphism s~: A n ~ A(HtO is an Nc(H~)- 
algebra map. 
Recall from [8, Section 5] that a k*-group is a group (~ equipped with a 
group monomorphism k* ---, Z((~), where k* denotes the multiplicative 
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group of the field k. The k*-quotient of (~ is defined to be the quotient of 
(~ by the image of k*. Now A(H e) is a simple algebra over k, an~ k is 
algebraically closed so, as in [8, Section 6], [here exists a k*-group .~c(Ht3) 
with k*-quotient Na(_He), and an interior Nc(Ht0-algebra structure A(HtO 
inducing the given Nc(He)-algebra structure, and such that he image of 
k* in Nc(Ht3) acts multiplicatively on A(He). Given a simple A(He)- 
module S, then /~c(He) acts on S via the structural map Nc(H ~) 
A(Ht3)*. Moreover, the image of k* in Nc(Ht~) acts multiplicatively 
on S. So S may be regarded as a module of the algebra k.Nc(Ht~):= 
k ®g. Nc(Ht3). In fact k.Nc(Ht3)is a twisted group algebra over NG(Ht3). 
We write VA(H e) to denote S regarded as a k,Nc(He)-module. It is clear 
that the isomorphism class of VA(H ~) is independent of the choiceof the 
simple A(Ht3)-module S. We call VA(H ~) the multiplicity k.Nc(Ht~)- 
module of H e. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Puig, [6, 1.3]). Given a local pointed group P~ on A, then: 
(1) Tr~¢;(P~)(s~A(a)) = sA(TrG(a)) for all a ~ APTA P, 
(2) A G S), (Ap) = A(P.r) Nc'(Pp. 
Given another G-algebra A' then, as in [13], we define an exomorphism 
q~: A -+ A' to be an (A'C)*-orbit of Horn(A, A'). Note that by [6, 3.7], 
every exomorphism of interior G-algebras (as defined in [7, 1.1]) is an 
exomorphism of G-algebras. We write #5 to denote any choice of G-alge- 
bra map contained in 4~- As usual, we say that 4~ is an embedding, 
provided 49 (that is, each possible choice of 4) contained in 4~) is a direct 
monomorphism (in other words, 4) is injective, and 49(A) = 49(1A)A'49(1A)). 
The following result is essentially [8, 2.12.3, 6.18, 6.19], but see [13, 1.6, 
2.3] for full generality. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Puig). Let ~: A -+ A' be an embedding of G-algebras, and 
let H e be a pointed group on A. Then 49(fl) is contained in a unique point ~' 
of H on A', independently of the choice of 49 in ~. We have fl = 49-i(fl,), 
and Nq(H e) = No(He,). Moreover, ~ induces an Nc(Ht3)-algebraembed- 
di_~ng 49(He) L A(Ht3)~ A'(He,), and a k*-group isomorphism N8(He): 
Nc,(H e) -~ No(He,) such that_~(H e) may be regarded as an interior 
Nc( He)-algebra embedding via Ns( He). 
We say that the points fl, [3' a_.$e associated via ~b. We o[ten denote [3, [3' 
by the same letter, identifying Nc(Ht3) with Nc(H~,) via Ng(H~) (compare 
with [8, 2.21.3, 6.2], [7, 1.7, 2.14]). 
We choose an H-algebra A e and an embedding )~: A e ~ Rest (A)  
such that fe(1At3) ~ [3 (see [7, 1.6; 13, 1.4], where the essential uniqueness 
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of At3, )~ is discussed). Given a point^___a of G on A such that He_< G,,, 
then by Lemma 2.2, f,~ induces an Nc(He)-algebra embedding f~(He): 
A,(HtO ---, A(Ht3). (The expression A~(H e) makes sense because the point 
/3 of H on A is associated with a point, also denoted/3, of H on As.) It is 
easy to see that the image of the direct monomorphism f,(H~) is 
s;(w)A(H~)s;(w) for some element w ~ a. So we have a k,Nc(H~)- 
module isomorphism VA(H ~) = VA(He)s;(w). It is now straightforward to
show that [8, 6.4] generalises to arbitrary G-algebras, whence we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Puig correspondence [6, 1.3; 8, 2.10.3, 6.4]). Given a 
local pointed group Pr on A, then there is a bijective correspondence b tween: 
(x) the points a of G on A such that P~ is a defect pointed subgroup of 
G~, 
(y) The points ff of Nc;( P ~) on A( P~) with the trivial defect group, 
(z) the isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable k,Na(Pv)- 
factors W of VA(P~), 
whereby a, if, W correspond, provided ff = s~(a), W -- VA(P~). 
3. LEMMAS FOR LOCAL REDUCTION 
The following well-known version of Frattini's lemma is immediate from 
the transitivity property [6, 1.2(iii)] of defect pointed subgroups. 
LEMMA 3.1. If Pr is a defect pointed subgroup of a pointed group H e on 
A, then Na(H e) < Nc(Pr)H. 
Note that if Nc(P ~) <_ No(H) then Nc(Pr)H is a subgroup of G. This 
already hints that our hypothesis on P~, H e discussed in Section 1 may be 
interesting. Another hint to this effect is provided by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a be a point of G on A, and let/3 be a point of H on A 
such that Nc(P ~) < Na(H) for some defect pointed subgroup P~ of Ht3. 
Suppose that any two of the following three conditions hold: 
(a) H e < G~, 
(b) a c_ TrCH(AH/3AH), 
(C) /3, a have a defect group in common. 
Then all three conditions hold, and P~ is a defect pointed subgroup of G~. 
Proof. By [4, 9.4], if (b) holds then each defect group of H e contains a
defect group of G~, while if (a) holds then each defect group of H e is 
contained in a defect group of G~. This shows that (a), (b) together imply 
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(c). It also shows that if (c) holds, and (a) or (b) holds, then P~ must be a 
defect pointed subgroup of G,~. Let us now assume that Pv is a defect 
pointed subgroup of G,~, and that (a) or (b) holds. It suffices to prove that 
both (a) and (b) hold. Let /3 -'= s~(/3_), ~ .'= s~(a), H := NH(Pv), G := 
~G(pv), .xT.'= A(Pv). By Theorem 2.3, /3, ff are points of H, G, respec- 
tively, on A, and H~, G~ both have defect pointed subgroup {1}~,. 
If H~_  Ga, then there exist elements v ~/3, w ~ a such that 
sA(w)sA(v) = SA(V), whereupon wv is not contained in the Jacobson 
radical J(A H) of A '~. Then, writing w = ~i i as a sum of mutually 
orthogonal primitive idempotents of A H, we have iv ~ J(A H) for some i 
in the sum. This implies that i ~/3, and, hence, Ht~ < G~. Conversely, it is 
obvious that if H < G,~ then H~ < G~ t~- ~'H~ " 
Given , ~/3, the AHvA H = A ,3A H = At~vA H, because /3 has defect 
group P. So AH/3A H H H = Ap/3Ap.  Similarly, A--H,SA -W = A-'~I~A-~I. Now for 
any a ~ AeyA 1", Lemma 2.1(1) gives 
A Tr , (s~ (Trf f (a)) )  = Tr~(s~(a) )  = sA(TrG(TrpH(a))). 
Since AH/3A H c_ Trff(AeyAe), we have 
sA(TrG(AH~A H) ) = Tr~(.4RB/Tfl). 
But a intersects vacuously with Ker(s:),  so by Rosenberg's lemma, 
a c_ TrGH(_.AHflA H) if and only ifff c_ Trff(.4~./T~). 
Now H is normal in G- because Nc(P v) < NG(H). So, replacing Ht3, G`" 
with Ht~, G~, respectively, we may assume that H is normal in G. We may 
then regard/3, a as points of {1}, G/H,  respectively, on the G/H-algebra 
A H. Clearly, a has the trivial defect group in G/H.  Condition (a) is 
equivalent o {1} < (G/H),~, while condition (b) is equivalent o a c 
TrG/H(AH/3AH)? In either case, {1} 8 is a defect pointed subgroup of 
(G/H), , ,  so (a) and (b) both hold. II 
We cannot omit the hypothesis that Nc(P v) _< Na(H). Indeed, for 
arbitrary points /3, a of H, G, respectively, on A, then of course (a), (b) 
together still imply (c), but (a), (c) together no longer imply (b); also (b), (c) 
together no longer imply (a). To show this, we put A = Endk(M), where 
M := W ~ IndGH(v), and V, W are projective indecomposable modules of 
kH, kG, respectively. We take /3, a to be the points of H ,G  on A 
associated with V, W, respectively (thus ResG(M)v -- V, Mw--W for 
elements v ~/3, w ~ a). It is clear that (c) holds and that (a) holds if and 
only if VKResGH(W). By [12, 15.4], (b) holds if and only if WIIndG(V). 
First put p = 3, H = A 6, G =A 7, take V to be the projective cover of
the four-dimensional simple kH-module, and take W to be the projective 
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cover of the six-dimensional simple kG-module. Using the data in 
[2, Appendix], it is routine to check that (b) holds while (a) fails. 
On the other hand, let us now take H to be a nonnormal Hall 
p'-subgroup of G and W to be the projective cover of the trivial kG-mod- 
ule. Since W is induced from the trivial kH-module, a Mackey decomposi- 
tion argument shows that H does not act trivially on W, so we may take V 
to be a nontrivial simple factor of Rest (W) .  It is easy to show that (a) 
holds while (b) fails. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P < H < G, and let y be a local point of P on A such 
that N~(Pv) < No(H). Let G := ~Vc(Pr), H := IVa(Pv), and let X := A(Pv) 
as a G-algebra. Then there is a bijective correspondence b tween: 
(d) the pairs ([3, a) of points [3, a of I-I, G, respectively, on A such that 
G,~ has defect pointed subgroup Pr and Pv < Ht3 < G~ (and then Ht3 also 
has defect pointed subgroup Pv), 
(e) the pairs (~, if) of points -fl, ~ of H, G, respectively, on ,4such that 
has the trivial defect group in -G and the pointed group (G/  H)s on ~n 
has_defect pointed subgroup {1} 9 (and then fl has the trivial defect group 
in H), 
whereby ([3, a) corresponds to (fl, if), provided ~ = s~A([3), ff = sA(a). 
Proof. Given ([3, a) as in (d), then clearly P~_ is a defect pointed 
subgroup of Htr _Given (/3,_~) as in (e), then H 9 _< G~, so fl has the trivial 
defect group in H. Since H is normal in G, we may regard/3, ff as points 
of {1}, G~ H, respectively, on the G~ H-algebra/T ~. 
By Theorem 2.3, there is a bijection from the set of pairs (v, to) of points 
v, to of H, G, respectively, on A such that H,,Go~ both have defect 
pointed subgroup Pr, to the set of pairs (~, U) of points ~, ~ of H, G on 
.4with the trivial defect groups in H, G, respectively, whereby (v, to) maps 
to (~, ~), provided ~ ~ If = s~(v), = s~(to). (v, to) corresponds thus to 
(F, U) then, by part of the proof of Lemma 3.2, H~ < Go, if and only if 
H~ < G~. But U has the trivial defect group in G~ H, so H~ < G~ if and 
only if {1}v is a defect pointed subgroup of (G/I-I)~. | 
4. FIXING A POINT OF G 
Henceforth, we fix a p-subgroup P of H and a local point y of P on A. 
We define G :=/~G(Pv), H := NH(P~), and A := A(P~) as a G--algebra. 
Given points fl, a of H, G, respectively, on A such that Pv is a defect 
pointed subgroup of both Ht3 and G~, we let /3 := A A s:,([3), ~ -'= s~(a). We 
saw in Section 3 that /3, ~ may be regarded either as points of H, G, 
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respectively, on z~ or as points of {1}, G/H,  respectively, on ~7. If 
NG(P ~) < NG(H), then by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 the following three condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(u) H a _< G,,, 
(v) a ~ TrG(AH[3AH), 
(w) {1}~ is a defect pointed subgroup of (G /H)  a. 
Since the conditions (u), (v) do not mention Pv, it is reassuring to note 
that when Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of Ht3, then the conditions that 
Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of G,~ and that NG(P v) <_ No(H) are both 
independent of the choice of Pv as a defect pointed subgroup of Ht3. 
! t h Indeed, if P~, is another defect pointed subgroup of Ht3, then P~, --- (Pv)' 
for some h ~ H, so P~, is a defect pointed subgroup of G,, and NG(P~,) = 
Nc(P~,) h < No(H). 
If N~(P~) < No(H) and G,~ has defect pointed subgroup P~, then by [4, 
8.4.4] there exists a 13 such that H e has defect pointed subgroup P~ and 
the equivalent conditions (u), (v), (w) hold. What constraints on fl are 
imposed by fixing a? The following answer generalises the transitivity 
property of defect pointed subgroups. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that NG(P ~) < NG(H). Given a point a of G on 
A such that G,~ has defectpointed subgroup Pv, then NG(P ~) acts transitively 
by conjugation on the set of points [3 of H on A such that Pv < H e < G~. 
A provides a bijection from the set of points [3 Proof. By Lemma 3.3, sv 
of H on A such that Pv < Ht3 < G~, to the set of points fl of -~ on /T 
such that (G /H)~ has defect pointed subgroup {1}~. This bijection is an 
A is an K/G(Pv)-algebra map. The isomorphism of Nc(Pv)-sets because sv
assertion now follows from the transitivity property of defect pointed 
subgroups. II 
To clarify this result, we note the following simplification. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that NG(P) < NG(H). Given a point a of G 
on A with defect group P, then NG(P) acts transitively on the set of points [3 
of H on A with defect group P which satisfy the equivalent conditions 
H e < G, and a E_C_ TrG(AH[3AH). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Ht3 < G,~ if and only if a < TrGH(AH[3AH). Let 
/31,[32 be points of H on A, both with defect group P, such that 
He, _< G~ >_ H~2. Let 71, 3'2 be local points of P on A such that Pr, _< 
H~,, P~2 -< H~2" Then P~2 -- (pr,)x for some element x of No(P) because 
P~t, P~2 are both defect pointed subgroups of G,~. By Theorem 4.1, there 
exists an element y ~ NG(Pr2) such that [32 = [3i ~y. The assertion holds 
because xy ~ NG(P). | 
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In particular, consider the case where A = End~,(M) for an indecom- 
posable @G-module M with vertex P. We still assume that P < H < G 
with Na(P) < Na(H). By Higman's criterion, Corollary 4.2 says that, for 
an indecomposable direct summand X of RestS(M) with vertex P, the 
isomorphism class of X is determined up to Nc(P)-conjugacy. Note that if 
H = P, then X is a source module of M, while if Na(P) < H, then X is 
in Green correspondence with M. 
5. FIXING A POINT OF H 
Given a point /3 of H on A such that Ht3 has defect pointed subgroup 
Pr and NG(P ~) < NG(H), we consider points a of G on A such that G~ 
has defect pointed subgroup Pv and the equivalent conditions (u), (v), (w) 
(of Section 4) hold. What constraints on a are imposed by fixing /3? In 
particular, under what conditions on /3 does such an a exist? The 
following answer generalises Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that NG(P ~) <_ NG(H). Given a point/3 of H on 
A such that Ht3 has defect pointed subgroup Pv, then there are bijective 
correspondences b tween: 
(p) the points a of G on A such that G~ has defect pointed subgroup 
Pr, and Ht3 < G~, 
(q) the points a_ of NG(H ~) on A(Ht3) with the trivial defect group, 
(r) the isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable k.NG(Ht3)- 
factors U of VA(Ht3), 
(s) the points ff of Nc(Pr) / AIH(P ~) on A(P~)~'¢P~ ~ with defect pointed 
subgroup {1}~¢u3 ). 
whereby a, a_, U, ff correspond, provided a_ = s~(a) ,  U = V,~(H~), ~ = 
s~(~). 
Proof. Let G, H, A,/3 be as in Section 4. The crux of the demonstra- 
tion will be to explain ho~ VA(Ht~), V,~(H~), V~Tn({1} g) may be regarded as 
mutually isomorphic k, Nc(Ht3)-modules_ First, we construct group iso- 
morphisms between No(HtO, N~(H~), N~/H({1}9). Let N := Nc(P ~) n 
Nc(H~), and N := N/P.  Now NH(P ~) = N N H, so by Lemma 3.1, the 
inclusion N ~ Nc(Ht3) induces a group isomorphism N/  H ~, Nc(Ht~). 
On the other hand, N is the stabiliser of /~ in G-. Therefore, the inclu- 
sion N ~ G induces a group isomorphism N/H ~, N~(H~). We let 
denote the evident group isomorphism Nc(Htj)-~ N~(H~). Now 
N~(H~), N~/g({1}~) actually denote the same subgroup of G~ H. We let 
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denote the identity monomorphism N~,(H6) ~ N~,/~7({1}~). We regard 
A(Hg), .4n({1} 9) as .~G(H_~)-algebras via r, o-. 
Next, we construct NG(H~)-algebra isomorphisms between A(Ht3), 
A(Hg), A-JT({1}t~). The actions of G" on A P, .4 fix A H, .~K,, respectively 
that so s Jo  s A restricts to an Nc(Ht3)-algebra map s: A H --* A(H~). But 
s(fl) is the unique point of the simple algebra A(H~), so s is surjective, 
and there exists a unique NG(Hc3)-algebra epimorphism ~-: A(H~) --0 A(H~) 
such that ~-o sff = s. Since A(/-/t3) is a simple algebra, r is an isomor- 
phism. The algebras A(H~), A~q({1}t~) denote the same quotient algebra 
of /T 'q, so there is a unique A/x;(Ht3)-algebra isomorphism ~: A(H~)~, 
A-n({1}g) such that o-o s~r= s :" .  
Now we can construct the desired k,Nc(H0)-module isomorphisms 
between V4(Ho), V z(Hg, VX({1}~). The restrictions of r, o" to group iso- 
morphisms A(Ho)*£% A(HB)*, X(H~)* ~ A-n({1}g) pull back through the 
structural maps NG(H ~) ~ A(Ho)*, N~(Hg)* --* A(Hg), A~/~({1} 9) 
A~{1}9) * to k*-group isomorphisms 
Thus ~', ~ become interior Na(Ha)-algebra isomorphisms,_ and ?, 6 deter- 
mine k,Nc( Ht~)-module isomorphisms VA( H ~) -- Vy( H~) -- Vyn({1}~). 
Let a be a point as in (p), let ~ := sA(a), and let _a := s~(a) as a subset 
A of A(Ht~)~{H~ ). Lemma 3.3 implies that ~ is a point as in (s) and that s~ 
determines a bijective correspondence between (p) and (s). Theorem 2.3, 
Xn 
applied to the local pointed group {1} 9 on .,4n, tells us that s 9 (~) is a 
point of/~o/n({1}O) with the trivial defect group. But 
= = s ;  
as a point of /Vo/,q({1}9) on .4~q({1}9), so _a is a point of NG(H:) on 
A(Ht3) with the t~vial defect group. Moreover, given elements i ~ ~, 
i ~ _a, we have k,N6(Ht~)-module isomorphisms, 
VAo(H~) -= V~(H~); = V : ({a}~) , -  V,:)~({U~). 
Furthermore, Theorem 2.3 gives a bijective correspondence between: 
(x') the points if' of G /H  on A --~ with defect pointed subgroup {I} 9, 
(y') the point _a' of NG(HtO on A(Hts) with the trivial defect group, 
(z') the isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable 
k~,NG( Ht3)-modules U' of V~(Ht~), 
-' ' zn -  U' whereby a ,  a_, U' correspond, provided o-(~-'(_a')) = st~ (a), 
v(x%({1}9). I
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So a point a as in (p) exists if and only if VA(H ~) has a projective direct 
summand. This always happens when No(H0) is a p'-group, for then, as is 
well known (see [8, 5.15(i)], for instance), the_ twisted group algebra 
k.Nc(Ht3) must be semisimple. By Lemma 3.1, Nc(Ht3) is a p'-group if p 
does not divide the index INc(Pr)H: HI. This proves the following mild 
generalisation of the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem [6, 1.4]. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose that Nc(P ~) < No(H) and p does not divide 
the index INc(Pr)H: HI. Given points 18, o~ of H, G, respectively, on A such 
that P~ < H e < G,~, then Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of H# if and only if 
Pr is a defect pointed subgroup of G o. 
We note the following special case (whose derivation from Corollary 5.2 
we leave as an easy exercise). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that No(P) < No(H) and p does not divide 
the index INc(P)H: HI. Let M be an indecomposable ~G-module such that 
Rest (M)  has an indecomposable direct summand with vertex P. Then P is a 
vertex of M. 
6. A PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION 
We review some well-known material on the Green correspondence (for 
pointed groups). The form of this discussion is based partly on [10, 
preamble, Section 9; 13, Section 12]. Our aim here is to illuminate 
Sections 4, 5, and to set the scene for Section 7. 
The cases where A is the group algebra @G and where A = End~,(M) 
for an ~G-module M remain the principal applications of the theory of 
G-algebras. In fact, Green's introduction of the notion of a G-algebra was 
directed at a common treatment of the Brauer correspondence for blocks 
and the Green correspondence for modules. Puig extended this idea; 
indeed, the following version of the Green correspondence theorem is 
easily deduced from [6, 1.3], and is more explicit in [13, 12.1]. 
THEOREM 6.1 (Brauer, Green, Puig, Th4venaz). Suppose that 
Nc( P ~) < H. Given points 18, ot of H, G, respectively, on A such that Htj, G ~ 
both have defect pointed subgroup P~, then H# < G o if and only if a 
TrHC(AH18AH). These equiualent conditions determine a bijective correspon- 
dence between: 
(m) the points 18' of H on A such that Hi3. has defect pointed sub- 
group Pr, 
(n) the points or' of G on A such that G o, has defect pointed sub- 
group Pr. 
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In particular, if No(P)< H then we haue a bijectit,e correspondence 
between." 
(m') the point of H on A with defect group P, 
(n') the points of G on A with defect group P. 
Theorem 6.1 can be recovered immediately from Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 
by observing that No(P) acts trivially on the points of H on A and that, 
by Lemma 3.1, NG(H ~) is the trivial group. 
In the proofs of Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and Theorems 4.1, 5.1 we considered 
the Nc(P~)/NH(P~)-algebra A(P~)~'(e~ ). In effect, we replaced A,G 
with 
A(Pe) NH(Pv), NG(P~,)/NH(P~,), respectively, thus reducing to the case where 
H is trivial. Lluis Puig pointed out to me that, as an alternative strategy, 
we could have used the Green correspondence to reduce to the case 
where H is normal in G and then replaced A,G with AH, G /H ,  
respectively, thereby reducing again to the case of trivial H. Indeed, let 
/3, c~ be points of H, G, respectively, on A such that Ht3, G~ both have 
defect pointed subgroup P~. Let /3', a'  be the points of NH(P~), Nc,(P ~) on 
A corresponding to /3, a as in Theorem 6.1 (so that Pr < NH(Pr)t~, < Ht~, 
P~ < Nc(Pr) ~, < G~). Then /3', a'  may also be regarded as points of {1}, 
Nc(P~) / NH(P~), respectively, on the Nc(Pr) / NH(Pr)-algebra A NmP,). It 
can be shown that the following three conditions are equivalent (compare 
with Section 4): 
(u') H e _< Go, 
(v') a _c Tr~(AH/3AH), 
(w') {1}t3. is a defect pointed subgroup of (NG(P~,) / NH(P~,))~.. 
We leave the proof of this, and further details of this alternative strategy, 
as an exercise. 
When A = @G, we may be more interested in blocks of a subgroup 
rather than points of the subgroup on ~9G. Fortunately, under some 
circumstances, the blocks which concern us are in a natural bijective 
correspondence with a set of points considered above. Indeed, let Q be a 
p-subgroup of G and suppose that QCG(Q)<_ F <_ G. Then [5, III.2.1] 
gives BrQ(#'G~) = kCc(Q)~ Q) = Br~(#'F~). Hence, by idempotent lift- 
ing properties, there exist bijective correspondences between: 
(i) the points v of F on ~G with defect group Q, 
(j) the blocks d of @F with defect group Q, 
(k) the points r of NF(Q) on kCG(Q) with defect group Q, 
whereby v, d, s r correspond, provided BrQ(u) = {BrQ(d)} = s r.
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To see how Theorem 6.1 pertains to Brauer's first main theorem, we 
now suppose that No(Q) < F < G. Let d, e be blocks of @F, @G, respec- 
tively, both with defect group Q. Let u be the point of F on @G 
corresponding to (d) as above, and let w = {e} as a point of G on @G. 
(Actually, oJ also corresponds to e as above, because w is the unique point 
of G on @G such that BrQ(rO) -- {BrQ(e)}.) It is easy to see that d, e are in 
Brauer correspondence if and only if v, ¢o correspond as in Theorem 6.1. 
At the end of Section 4, where we considered the case A = End~(M)  
for an indecomposable @G-module M, we saw that the source modules of 
M, and the modules in Green correspondence with M, arise as special 
cases of a single phenomenon. In Section 7, turning to the case where 
A = @G and letting Q be a p-subgroup of G, we shall see that the blocks 
of Nc(Q) which appear in the statement of Brauer's first main theorem 
and the blocks of QCc(Q) which appear in the statement of the extended 
first main theorem (see [3, 6.4.3]) also arise as special cases of a single 
phenomenon. 
7. THE GROUP ALGEBRA CASE 
Throughout his section, we fix a p-subgroup Q of G, and QCc(Q) < 
F < G with No(Q) < No(F). We shall relate the blocks of @G with 
defect group Q to certain blocks of @F. 
Given a block d of @F with defect group Q, we let No(d, Q) denote 
the stabiliser of d in No(Q). Letting u be the point of F on @G with 
defect group Q corresponding to d as in Section 6 (so that BrQ(u)= 
{BrQ(d)}), we have No(d, Q) = Nc(F v) n Nc(Q) because BrQ is an 
Nc(Q)-algebra map and because the action of No(Q) preserves the 
bijections between (i), (j), (k) in Section 6. We let TO(d) denote the index 
INc(d, Q): NF(Q)I. If Q' is another defect group of d, then Q' is an 
F-conjugate of Q, so Nc(Q') <_ No(F) and it is easily checked that the 
point v, and the number TO(d), are independent of the choice of Q as a 
defect group of d. 
To paraphrase the beginning of Section 5 in this special case: we 
consider points oJ of G on @G with defect group Q such that F~ < G o, or 
equivalently, w _c Tr°F(@GFv@GF). What constraints on w are imposed 
by fixing ~,, and when does such as o~ exist? We shall prove that such an ro 
exists if and only if p does not divide TO(d), in which case, oJ is unique. 
We express this more precisely as a bijective correspondence involving 
blocks. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that QCo(Q) < F < G and No(Q) < No(F). 
Let d, e be blocks of @F, @G, respectioely, both with defect group Q. Let u 
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be the unique point of F on :G  such that Bro(f)  e Bro(v). Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
(f) BrQ(e) = TrNN~tdO~2)(Bro(d)), 
(g) e e T ra ( :G  p d:G~),  
(h) 17, < G~e ~. 
If these equivalent conditions hold, then p does not divide Tff(d). More- 
over, these conditions determine a bijective correspondence b tween: 
(x) the blocks of @G with defect group Q, 
(y) the NG(Q)-orbits of blocks d' of : F  with defect group Q such that p 
does not divide Tff(d'). 
Proof. In view of the discussion in Section 6, the point v exists, is 
unique, and has defect group Q. If (f) holds, then for any v e v, we have 
Bro(eV) = Bra(e)Bro(d) = Bra(d) ,  
whence ev ~ O. But e is central, and v is primitive, so ev = v, and (h) 
holds. Now any decomposition of d as a sum of mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents of @G F must have a term in v, so d~GFvGG F c_ 
d~GFd@G F. If (h) holds, then e e Tr~(~GFu@G F) by Lemma 3.2, and 
then (g) holds. 
Suppose now that (g) holds, and write d = Try(c) for some c ~ @F Q. 
Two applications of [5, III.2.1] give Bro(d) = Tr~Q)(Bro(c)) and 
BrQ(e) e BrQ(Trg(6~GFc@G F) ) 
_ Tr~Va,Q)(kCa(Q) NF(Q) BrQ(c) kCa(Q) NF(Q)) 
C TrNa(Q)[kC tQ) Np(Q) BrQ(d)kCG(Q) NF(Q)) -- Nr (Q)  k at 
In particular, Bro(e)BrQ(d) --/: O. But BrQ(e), BrQ(d) are both idempotents 
of ZkCa(Q) and are contained in points of Na(Q), NF(Q), respectively, 
on kCa(Q). These observations force BrQ(e)BrQ(d) = BrQ(d), and then 
they force (f). So the conditions (f),(g), (h) are equivalent. It is clear that 
for fixed d, at most one block e of 62G can satisfy condition (f). 
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We now show that the conditions (f), (g), (h) imply that p does not 
divide TEa(d). Let A := ZkCa(Q)/J(ZkCc(Q)). The canonical algebra 
epimorphism zr: ZkCa(Q) ~ A is an Na(Q)-algebra map with respect o 
the Na(Q)-algebra structures of ZkCa(Q), A inherited from kCc(Q). Let 
= ~-(Bro(e)), d := 7r(Bro(d)). The surjectivity of 7r implies that {~}, {d} 
are points of No(Q), NF(Q), respectively, on A. But A is a commutative 
semisimple algebra over k, so the Na(Q)-algebra structure of A must be 
determined by the permutation action on the primitive idempotents of A. 
So ~" is the sum of an Nc(Q)-orbit of primitive idempotents of A and d is 
the sum of an NF(Q)-orbit. A calculation above gives 
~, ~ TrUe,Q)(ANF~Q)dANr'Q)). 
Our analysis of the Nc(Q)-algebra structure of A shows that ~ must be a 
Tr  NG( O )( k*-multiple of---N,qQ)- ). But rroBrQ is an Nc(Q)-algebra map, so 
No(d, Q) is the stabiliser of d in No(Q). Therefore, 
Tr  NG(Q)[ ~ G NGfQ) -- T? "Nld Q) k - -  I = k~* l - - rNa(d ,Q)k~"  ) ,  
and p cannot divide T~(d). 
It is clear that for fixed d at most one block e of ~'G can satisfy 
condition (f). 
Given a block e' of @G with defect group Q, then certainly there exists 
a point v' of F on @G with defect group Q such that F,, < Gle 3. 
Moreover, by Corollary 4.2, the set of such points u' of F is a transitive 
No(Q)-set. The corresponding blocks of 6eF also comprise a transitive 
Nc(Q)-set, because the actions of No(Q) preserve the bijective correspon- 
dence between (i), (j) in Section 6. 
Now let d' be a block of @F such that p does not divide T~(d') and let 
v' be the corresponding point of F on @G. Lemma 3.1 gives Nc(F,,) < 
Na(Q)F, so the canonical group isomorphism Na(Q)F/F =-No(Q) / 
Nr(Q) restricts to a group isomorphism, 
.Nc(Fv,) ~ (Na( F~,) (3 Nc(Q) )/ NF(Q). 
By hypothesis, p does not divide INa(F.,) n NG(Q): NF(Q)I, so a discus- 
sion in Section 5 applies: k.NG(F.,) is semisimple, V~G(F~,) is projective, 
and there exists a point ~o' of G on @G such that F., < Go,,, and F~,, G o, 
have a defect pointed subgroup in common. Writing ~o' = {e'}, then the 
blocks d', e' satisfy the conditions (f), (g), (h). II 
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We recover Brauer's first main theorem immediately by putting 
Na(Q) < F < G; likewise we recover the extended first main theorem by 
putting F = QCa(Q). 
8. A RELATION BETWEEN MULTIPLICITY MODULES 
The material in this section was suggested to me by Lluis Puig. The 
techniques are taken from [9, Section 4]. Throughout, we assume that 
No(P:,) < No(H), and we fix points/3, a of H, G on A such that H e < G~ 
and Ht~, G~ both have defect^point_^ed group P~. We define G-:= Nc(P~), 
H := NH(P~), G := (P~), H := NH(P~,), and A== A(P~,) as an interior 
G-algebra. We let /3 denote the point sA(/3) of H on ,zT We let 
V,~, Vt3~, V~ denote the projective indecomposable modules VA(P:,) ,
VAo(P~),VA(Ht3) of k.G,k.H,k.Nc(Ht3)  , respectively. We adopt the 
convention that whenever L denotes a k*-group with k*-quotient L, and 
K < L, then /~ denotes the preimage Rest (L )  of K in L. 
By Theorem 2.3, the point /3 of H is determined by P~, together with 
the multiplicity module Vt~ . Similarly, the point c~ of G is determined by 
P~, together with the multiplicity module V~. Conversely, G~, P~ together 
determine V~. On the other hand, by Theorem 5.1, a is determined by 
Ht3, together with the multiplicity module V~t ~. Therefore V,~t3 , Vt3 ~ together 
det_~rmine V,,~. We shall deriv~ an explicit formula for the quotient 
k.G-module T := V,~:,/V~,J(k.H) in terms of V~I 3, V~v. Then V~, being 
projective and indecomposable, will be determined as the projective cover 
of T. 
Let N := Nc(P:,)N Na(Ht3), and let N := N/P .  As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, the inclusion N ~ Nc(Ht3) induces a group epimorphism 
¢: U --* Nc(Ht3) with kernel H. Then ¢ lifts to a k*-group epimorphism 
~0: ^ N--* Nc(Ht~), where ^IV := ReseT(Nc(Ht3)); see [8, 5.7]. We write_ 
Res^ ~v(V~t3)to denote that_ V~t 3 be regarded as an indecomposable k. ^N- 
module via ~0. Thus the N-algebra structure of A,~(Ht3) determined by the 
conjugation action of N on A~ extends to an interior ^ ,~-algebra structure 
such that A,~(Ht3) -- Endk(Res^ ~(V~t~)) as interior ^ N-algebras. 
L._~et hd(V~) denote the simple head of the projective indecomposable 
k.H-module Vt3 ~. Let g" :=^Endk(hd(Vt3v)) as an interior H-algebra. Now 
the conjugation action of G on the normal subgroup H is the inflation of 
an action of G. This determines a G-algebra structure on k,H. By the 
discussion following Lemma 2.2, the H-algebra embedding /t~: At~ 
RestS(A) induces an interior H-algebra exoisomorphism_ A~(P:,)~.4#. 
Now N is the stabiliser of/3 in N~(P:,), so N = N~(H#). Moreover, since 
the action of N on A stabilises the pointed groups, P~, Ht~ on A, the 
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action of N on k .H  stabilises the k.H-module Vt3 ,,~, and, henc_e, it also 
stabilises the kernel of the_surjective representation 0: k,H_--* g" of 
hd(Vt3r). Thus g'_inherits an N-algebra structure via 0 from the N-algebra 
structure of k,H. Since ~' is a simple algebra, we may regard g' as an 
interior .~^-algebra, where, in the notation of [8, 5.7], N^ := Res~(g'*). (In 
other words, .~^ is the pullback of N and the k*-group g"* over the 
k*-quotient Aut(8") of 8'*.) We write Res~-(hd(Vt3~)) to denote hd(Vt3 ~) as 
a k ,  .~^-module via the action of N ^ on 8". It is clear that we may identi__~ 
with the preimage of H in /V^ in such a way that the simple k,H- 
module hd(V~r) extends to the simple k,/V^-module Res~.(hd(Vt~)). 
Below is a slight generalisation of [11, 4.1], but the proof is essentially 
the same. 
LEMMA 8.1 (Puig). Let L be a k*-group with finite k*-quotient L, and 
let B be an interior L-algebra. Let K < L, and let e be an idempotent 
of B K such that Try(e)= 1B and eg e =0 for g ~ L -K .  Then B--- 
Ind~(eBe). 
Let us recall some notation from Puig [8, 5.9, 5.10]. Suppose that ^ L, L ^ 
are k*-groups with the same finite k*-quotient L. We define ^ L ® L ^ to 
be the central product of ^L, L ^ over the images of k*. It is clear that we 
may regard ^ L ® L ^ as a k*-group with k* quotient L × L. We denote 
by ^L * L ^ the preimage in ^L ® L ^ of the diagonal subgroup of L X L. 
Again, it is clear that we may regard ^ L* L ^ as a k*-group with k*- 
quotient L. Now, given an interior ^ L-algebra ^B over k, and an interior 
L^-algebra B ^ over k, the tensor product ^ B ®k B^ is an interior ^ L * L ^- 
algebra by restriction of the evident action of ^L ® L ^. 
Given a k*-group L with a finite k*-quotient L, we write L ° to denote 
the opposite group of L. As explained in [8, 5.2], we may regard L ° as a 
k*-group with k*-quotient L. It follows from [8, 5.9] that L ° is deter- 
^ 
mined up to k*-group isomorphism, in terms of L, by the identity 
L ,£O- -k*×L .  
The following lemma was communicated to me by Lluis Puig; it is 
implicit in the proof of [8, 5.24]. 
LEMMA 8.2 (Puig). Let L be a k*-group with finite k*-quotient L, let B 
be an interior L-algebra over k, and let S be an L-stable semisimple 
subalgebra orB containing 1B. Let ^ L denote the k*-group ReSL(S*); thus S 
becomes an interior "L-algebra. Let L ^ denote the k*-group (^L) ° * L, and 
let CB(S) denote the centraliser of S in B. Then: 
(1) L=^L*L^,  
(2) the L-algebra structure of Ca(S) extends to an interior L^-algebra 
structure, 
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(3) we haue an interior [.-algebra isomorphism S % Ce(S) ~ B git,en 
by s ® c ~ sc for s ~ S, c ~ C~(S). 
Proof. By [8, 5.9.2, 5.9.3] we have /~ ~ (k* x L)* L, and ^ L *(^L) ° -- 
k* × L, whereupon the associativity of the operation * gives part (1). By 
[8, 2.5.4], we have an algebra isomorphism S ®~ Ce(S)~ B given by 
s ® c ~ sc. Given an element g ~ L, and preimages ^g, ~ of g in ^L, L, 
respectively, then g^:= (^g)-~ ® ff is a preimage of g in L ~. Now g^ acts 
as (^g)-~ff on B; this action centralises S and coincides with the action of 
g on C~(S). Parts (2), (3) are now clear. II 
Lluis Puig communicated to me a special case of the theorem below. 
THEOREN 8.3. We haue N -~^N * N ^ and 
C~ (hd(V¢:,))). T~ Ind~(Res^ ~(V,~) ® Rest^ 
Proof. The image of k ,G  in A~(P~) stabilises the image of J (k,H),  so 
T is a k,G-module. We now show that T may also be regarded as an 
A~-module. We have 14.(e, ) ~ A~,(P:,)~, so a Mackey decomposition argu- 
ment gives 1A,,(e, , ~ A~(P~)~; hence, A~(P~)~ = A~(P~) ~. We al lowA~ 
to act on V~ via A° Since .4 H s~ . s~-(A~ ) centralises the image of J (k ,H)  in 
A,(P~), we may regard T as an A~/-quotient of V~,. Now ~,  restricts to a 
pro~.ective k,H-module, so every k,H-endomorphism of T lifts to a 
k,H-endo__~orphism of V~. Therefore the action of A~(P~) p on T deter- 
mines a G-algebra epimorphism A~(P~) ~ ~ S p, where ~.~ := Endk(T) ~. 
A,, to A~ gives a Composing_ this epimorphism with the restriction of s v 
G-algebra epimorphism 4): A~ --* S p. 
Our next goal is to find an idempotent et3 of Endk(T) N such that our ^ 
definitions of ^N, N ^ can be brought into play by considering the k.N- 
module Teo. Since T restricts to a semisimple k.H-module, 5 ° is a 
semisimple algebra, and J (A~)  c_ Ker(~b). Let /3' be a point of H on A,  
such that q5(/3') ¢ 0. Then srA-(/3') 4: 0, so Pr < Htr. But P~ is a maximal 
local pointed group on A,~, so by Theorem 4.1,/3' is an Na(Pr)-conjugate 
of/3. (In this argument, we are adopting a convention discussed in Section 
2 and treating Pv, H0 as pointed groups on A~; of course, P~ is still a 
defect pointed subgroup of Ht3 in this sense.) Since 4~ is a G-algebra map, 
~b(/3) 4:0 and there exists a unique direct monomorphism of N-algebras 
H H 49t~: A~(H~) --* S p such that qbt3(s~"(a)) = ~b(a) for all a ~ A~/3A~. Then 
et~ := ~b(1A,(H,)) is a block of the semisimple algebra S p and Im(~bt~) = 
et3Saet3 is a Wedderburn component of S p. 
Now e~ ~ Endk(T) jr, because N stabilises/3, so we may regard Tetj as a 
k,/~-module. We identify et3 Endk(T)e~ with Endk(Tet3) as interior N- 
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algebras via the evident action of e~ Endk(T)et3 on Tet3. This engenders 
an identification of et3SPet3 with Endk(Tet3) ~q as /V-algebras. Now ~bt~ may 
be regarded as an N-algebra isomorphism A,(Ht3) ~ et35Pet3, so et3S~et3 
inherits an interior ^ N--algebra structure from A~(H~) via 4% thus ~bt3 
becomes an interior ^ N-algebra isomorphism. 
Now At3(P ~) --X~---Az(Pr)s(.(t3) as interior H-~-algebras, o for any 
j ~ S~.(fl), we have V~j -- Vt~  as k,H-modules. But et3 is the image 
under ~b of a supa of mutually orthogonal elements of/3, so the restriction 
of Tet3 to a k,H-module is a direct sum of copies of hd(Vt3~). 
Our strategy now is to use Lemma 8.2 to further analyse the structure of 
Tet~, and then to use Lerr/rna 8.1 to determine T in terms of Tet3. Let 
denote the image of k,H in Endk(Te~); then ~ is an .~-subalgebra of
Endk(Tet3). Now ~ is a simple algebra, and et3Saet~ = Endk(Tet~) ~ is the 
centraliser of ~ in Endk(Te~),so ~ is the centraliser of et35~et3 in 
Endk(Te~)_By Lernma 8.2, the N-algebra structure of ~ extends to an 
interior (^N)°* N-algebra structure such that the map et~S~et~ ® ~---, 
Endk(Tet3), given by s®c~sc  for s~e~Sae~,  c ~,  is an interior 
N___-algebra isomorphism. By the definition of ~', we have ~' -=- ~ as interior 
H-algebras. But the .N-algebra structures of ~, ~ are both inherited 
from the /V-algebra structure of k,H via the epimorphisms k,H 
~, k,H ~ ~. Moreover, these two epimorphisms have the same kernel, 
so ~ ---- g" _as A/-algebras._By the uniqueness property of pullbacks, we may 
identify (^N) ° * N with N ^ , whereupon 
~' ~ g" ~ Endk (Res,^ (hd(V~)))  
as interior N^-algebras. In particular, part (1) holds. 
Since eoS"e~ = A~(Ho) -~ Endk(V~o) as interior ^ N-algebras, we have a 
k,g~-module isomorphism 
Te e -- Res^,v(V,~) ® Rest^ (hd(V~)) .  
N._ow e~ is a block of S ° and ,~ is the stabiliser of e~ under the action of 
G on 5". So e~e~ = 0 for all g ~ G- .N ;  hence, ez :  Trg(e~) is an 
idempotent of Endk(T). In particular, Te is a direct k,G-summand of T. 
But V~ is projective and indecomposable, so T is indecomposable, and 
e -- 1End,(r ). Lemma 8.1 now gives an interior G-algebra isomorphism 
Endk(T)  -- Ind~(Endk(Te~) ). 
So we have a k,G-module isomorphism 
T--- Ind~(Tez). II 
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